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bstract

In this paper, we develop a three-dimensional conductivity model for the active material in the electrodes of a lead-acid battery. We use the model
o investigate the influence that this conductivity has on battery capacity. Previous computer models used for this purpose were two-dimensional.
ur three-dimensional model allows electrons to move out of a two-dimensional layer to another layer in order to find conductive pathways to

n edge thereby allowing the reaction to occur. By using a number of two-dimensional layers, the actual changes in conductivity taking place in

he plates can be more accurately modeled. Because of the many layers of our three-dimensional model, the total number of conductive paths is

uch greater than the previous two-dimensional models. We extend the two-dimensional models to three-dimensions, and compare the model
apacity results with those predicted by the Percolation Theory and Effective Medium Theory. We find that the results of the three-dimensional
odel closely match the predictions of these theories.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The utilization of active materials in lead-acid batteries has
lways been lower than the theoretical stoichiometric capacity.
he maximum utilization of the positive active material (PbO2)
f present day lead-acid batteries is typically less than 55%
f the theoretical value [1], even at low current densities. For
he negative active material (Pb), the maximum utilization is
lightly higher with values of about 60% [1]. Metzendorf [2]
ypothesized that the mechanism limiting the positive and neg-
tive electrodes of the lead-acid battery at low discharge rates is
lectrical conductivity of active materials during discharge. He
howed that the electrical conductivity of powder mixtures may
e described by the theories of statistically distributed networks.
e also showed a good correlation between experimental data

nd two theories, the Percolation Theory (PT) and the Effec-
ive Medium Theory (EMT) for binary mixtures. He estimated
he maximum real utilization to be 55% for the lead dioxide

lectrodes, and 69% for the lead electrodes.

In these theories, the structure of the active materials in the
orous electrodes may be regarded as a network that contains

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 208 885 7229; fax: +1 208 885 9031.
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tatistically distributed resistance elements. Within this network,
bO2 and Pb provide good electrical conductivity, while PbSO4
rovides poor electrical conductivity. The changing electrical
onductivity of this binary mixture system can then be modeled
s a phase transition problem with the Percolation Theory or the
ffective Medium Theory. The difference between PT and EMT

s that PT is based on a site percolation mechanism, which fits
pherical structures better, while the EMT is based on a bond
ercolation mechanism and is a better fit for the description of
pongy structures such as lead electrodes.

These theories show that at a particular ratio of conductive
o nonconductive material, the conductivity of the whole system
hanges dramatically from one phase to another. This ratio is
alled the percolation threshold or critical volume fraction. With
he production of PbSO4 during the discharge process, one may
xpect that the good electrical conductivity of the reacting Pb or
bO2 electrode will change to that of poorly conducting PbSO4.
his process occurs because a large portion of those conductive
athways for electron transport are blocked so that further dis-
harge becomes impossible although not all PbO2 and Pb have
een converted to PbSO4.
We have previously investigated the use of hollow glass
icrospheres as nonconductive additives in the paste of both

he negative and positive electrodes of the lead-acid battery
3,4]. In the previous research, a two-dimensional computer
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odel was developed to help predict the influence of these addi-
ives on the conductivity and the capacity of the electrodes. The
nfluence of both spherical additives and additives having dif-
erent aspect ratios can be simulated by the two-dimensional
odel [4,5]. However, the battery is actually a three-dimensional

tructure where conductive pathways can be formed out of the
wo-dimensional plane that is presently used to model the pro-
ess. In this paper, we develop a three-dimensional model by
sing two-dimensional planes and allowing electron transport
etween planes. We compare our simulation results with the
ercolation and the Effective Medium Theories.

. Model description

Percolation Theory was introduced to mathematically model
isordered systems. Examples could be a solute diffusing
hrough a solvent, molecules penetrating a porous solid or dis-
ase infecting a community. According to the Percolation The-
ry [6], a conductive cluster (or conductive pathway) can be
efined as a group of neighbor nodes occupied by conductive
articles. Particles are called “nearest neighbors” if they are
ext to each other and in the same horizontal or vertical line,
hereas particles touching diagonally are called “next nearest
eighbors”. All particles within one cluster are thus connected
o each other by one unbroken chain of nearest neighbor and
ext nearest neighbor links, as shown in Fig. 1, where particles
elonging to the same cluster are circled.

The main concept of Percolation Theory is the percolation
hreshold. For the lattice shown in Fig. 1, we can use p to express
he probability that each site is randomly occupied, and 1 − p is
he probability that the site is empty. The percolation threshold
c, is the smallest concentration p of sites at which an infinite
luster of sites (i.e., an unbounded cluster) emerges when sites
re occupied with that concentration. For all p > pc, a cluster
xists extending from one side of the system to the other side.

Fig. 2 shows the nodal structure used in a two-dimensional
omputer model that was previously developed [5] to represent

he active material in an electrode. Each solid dot is an active

aterial node that is conductive until the node is discharged and
ecomes nonconductive. The node therefore acts as a switch that
s closed until it is discharged at which time it becomes open.

Fig. 1. Definition of nearest neighbor cluster in Percolation Theory.
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Fig. 2. Grid structure for two-dimensional computer model.

ach node is connected to the surrounding eight nodes on the
ame plane by eight pathways, as shown by the straight lines
etween the nodes. The nodes connected to each other along the
orizontal and vertical pathways are “nearest neighbors” while
he nodes connected through the diagonal pathways are the “next
earest neighbors” as previously described. The coordination
umber z is the number of contacts or pathways that one particle
r node has with its neighbors so the two-dimensional model
as a structure where z = 8.

The active material of a lead-acid battery can also be con-
idered as a disordered binary mixture, where PbO2 and Pb
epresent the good electrical conductivity phase, and PbSO4
epresents the poor conductivity phase. A plate can then be
egarded as a square lattice which is randomly filled with con-
uctive and nonconductive particles at those intersections. At the
eginning, we assume that all the nodes have been fully charged,
he concentration of PbO2 and Pb is therefore p = 1. During the
ischarge process, p is decreasing, and each node on the grid
an be randomly changed from a conductive PbO2 or Pb node
o a nonconductive PbSO4 during the reaction. With the produc-
ion of PbSO4, there must be a threshold value pc, at which the
nbroken conductive pathway from one side of the plate to the
ther no longer exists; further discharge is not possible although
ot all PbO2 and Pb have been converted to PbSO4. The perco-
ation threshold pc therefore indicates the percentage of PbO2
r Pb nodes that cannot be discharged so that the utilization can
e expressed as u = 1 − pc.

The computer model is based on the Monte Carlo method
hich generates random numbers. The model randomly chooses
node within the plate and checks the eight surrounding nodes

o determine if the conductive pathway can be found to the edge
f the grid. If a pathway is found, the starting node is considered
ischarged and marked as nonconductive. If a pathway is not

ound, the starting node is marked as an isolated node. In other
ords, if a conductive cluster can be found from a randomly

hosen node to the edge, then this randomly chosen node can be
ischarged. If the cluster cannot be found, then the original node
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In our three-dimensional models, we represent the boundary
between the electrode and the electrolyte as a discharged layer.
This discharged layer prevents electrons from flowing into the
electrolyte from the electrodes and is a simplification that allows
Fig. 3. Critical volume fraction of spherical additives.

s labeled isolated. After all nodes have been selected and con-
uctive pathways have been tried, the model records the number
f nodes that are either discharged or isolated. The critical vol-
me fraction is then calculated as the ratio of discharged nodes
o the initial total number of nodes available for discharge.

In Fig. 3, computer simulation results for electrodes hav-
ng both conductive and nonconductive additives are shown.
ere, the critical volume fractions of electrodes predicted by
two-dimensional model where each node has connections to

ight other nodes (i.e. z = 8) are plotted versus different additive
olume percentages. The different curves in Fig. 3 represent dif-
erent size additives. Although all these additives have the same
spect ratio (length to width ratio), their sizes are different. For
xample, 1 × 1 means that both the conductive and the noncon-
uctive additives are one node wide and one node long (i.e. one
ode), whereas 10 × 10 means that both additives are 10 nodes
ide and 10 nodes long, etc.
This figure shows that larger-size conductive particles are not

s effective as the smaller particles for improving utilization. For
xample, with the same 30% volume of conductive particles, the
mallest 1 × 1 conductive particles achieve about 85% utiliza-
ion which is higher than those achieved with the larger 2 × 2,
× 4, and 10 × 10 particles. Fig. 3 also demonstrates that the

arger-sized nonconductive particles are less harmful to utiliza-
ion than the smaller nonconductive particles. When 20% of the
otal volume is nonconductive particles, the plate filled with the
mallest 1 × 1 particles has the lowest utilization, whereas the
late filled with the largest 10 × 10 particles has the highest uti-
ization. The explanations for the change in capacity due to both
onductive and nonconductive additives are similar. For the same
olume percentage of conductive additives, the smaller particles
re more widely distributed in the plates than the larger particles
nd therefore provide more conductive pathways. On the other

and, large nonconductive particles are more concentrated than
n equivalent volume amount of smaller particles and do not
lock as many conductive pathways.

F
t

ig. 4. Three-dimensional model structure having six nodes (four nodes in the
ame layer plus one node up and one node down).

Euler et al. [6] suggested that for the Pb and PbO2 electrodes,
he coordination number z is approximately eight (i.e. z ≈ 8). Our
wo-dimensional model illustrated in Fig. 2 uses this structure
z = 8), which is equivalent to the nearest and the next to the
earest neighbor structure discussed in Section 1. However, for
his paper we will investigate the three-dimensional structures
hown in Figs. 4 and 5 that have coordination numbers z equal
o 6 and 10, respectively. The three-dimensional structure where
= 6, shown in Fig. 4, has each node connected to its four nearest
eighbors in the same layer and two nodes in the immediate
djacent layers. The 10-node construction is illustrated in Fig. 5.
ere, besides the four nearest neighbor nodes, the four next to the
earest neighbor nodes in the same layer are also included. When
he two nodes in the two immediate adjacent layers, one above
nd one below the current layer, are counted, the coordination
umber becomes 10.
ig. 5. Three-dimensional model structure having 10 nodes (eight nodes are in
he same layer plus one node up and one node down).
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s to extend our algorithm. The edges of the different layers are
here the current collector of the grid is located, which was

lso the case for the two-dimensional model. When the program
hecks a random node on one of the outside discharged layers,
he program knows that no conductive pathway exists and will
roceed to randomly pick another node.

. Results and discussion

To verify the accuracy of our conductivity model, simula-
ion results were compared with the values predicted by the
ercolation Theory and Effective Medium Theory. First, the

wo-dimensional model was tested where only the four nearest
urrounding nodes, z = 4, were considered. The average utiliza-
ion of 10 program runs using a grid size of 1024 × 1024 is
1%. Since pc = 1 − u, we can predict the percolation thresh-
ld pc = 1 − 0.41 = 0.59. This value matches with the percola-
ion threshold of the z = 4 square lattice given by Stauffer and
harony [7], which equals 0.592746, it also matches the value

hat was given by Scher and Zallen [8], which equals 0.59 ± 0.02.
When, the four next nearest nodes were added as neighbors

o that eight nodes surrounding a particular node was checked,
he average utilization of 10 program runs using a grid size of
024 × 1024 was 60%. Unfortunately, we could not find the
heoretical value for a two-dimensional lattice where z = 8 for
omparison, but the model results approximately matches those
xperimental values by Bode [1] of 55% for the positive elec-
rode and 60% for the negative electrode.

For the three-dimensional case the thickness of the elec-
rode is important. The distances between the wires for a typical
rid are approximately 6.4 mm while the electrode thickness is
pproximately 1.8 mm. The selection of the number of layers in
ur model is a trade off of accuracy versus computer require-
ents and running time. For example, if we use 1024 × 1024

odes to model the electrode material in one grid square, then

e would need approximately 288 layers to model the elec-

rode thickness to the same accuracy. Obviously, the number of
odes would be very large (i.e. 288 million). Although computer
equirements could be too high to make this approach practical,

s
p
d
b

Fig. 6. Utilization and program running
wer Sources 158 (2006) 927–931

he utilizations of the same plate modeled by different number
f layers converges to a certain value as the number of layers
ncreases. The number of layers at which this occurs is small
nough to make the method practical.

Fig. 6 shows the results of the computer simulations for the 6-
ode and 10-node structure and the corresponding running time
f a Pentium III 866 MHz CPU, 256 M RAM computer work-
ng on Windows 2000 professional edition operating system.

e also tried to run our model on a dual Pentium IV 1.8 GHz
EON CPU; 2 G RAM Dell Blackstone workstation. Surpris-

ngly, this workstation with Windows XP professional edition
perating system was not significantly faster than the PC afore-
entioned. For example, we found that the difference between

he two computers was only about 5 min for the 15 layer case.
The results of the three-dimensional model were compared

ith values predicted by the Percolation Theory. To verify the
ccuracy of our 6-node model (i.e. z = 6), we compared our
esults with theoretical results [6–8]. From Table 1, we see that
or the 6-node structure, the utilization was 65.3% after 17 lay-
rs were used. The rate at which the utilization changed was
low as more layers were added so that we decided to stop after
7 layers. The percolation threshold, for this case is therefore
c = 1 − 0.653 = 0.347. For this cubic lattice structure, Stauf-
er and Aharony [7] gave the theoretical percolation threshold
s pc = 0.3116, whereas Scher and Zallen [8] gave a value of
c = 0.31 ± 0.02. The model gives a reasonable estimate to these
heoretical values as shown in Table 1.

For the z = 10 structure, according to Table 1, after the
umber of layers has been increased to 14, the utilization
onverged to about 75.9%, so that the percolation thresh-
ld pc = 1 − 0.759 = 0.241. This number is very close to the
c = 0.24 ± 0.02 theoretical percolation threshold Scher and
allen [8] gave for three-dimensional lattices having a coordina-

ion number of eight. Our percolation threshold estimate is also
nly 0.005 lower than the value that Stauffer and Aharony [7]

uggested for Body Center Cubic (BCC) lattices where z = 8 (i.e.
c = 0.246). We were not able to reference a value for a three-
imensional structure where z = 10. From Fig. 6, we see that for
oth three-dimensional structures analyzed (i.e. z = 6 and 8) that

time vs. number of layer in model.
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Table 1
Utilization and program running time for different number of layers (6-node and 10-node model)

Number of
layers

Utilization of 6-node
model (%)

6-Node model
running time (min)

Utilization of 10-node
model (%)

10-Node model running
time (min)

4 52.5 6.1 67.9 7
5 57.0 12.7 70.9 14
6 59.5 21.8 72.4 18
7 60.9 26.1 73.3 28
8 62.1 33.5 73.9 36
9 62.7 43.5 74.4 50

10 63.1 52.3 74.6 55
11 63.7 65.3 74.9 61
12 64.2 69.7 75.3 63
13 64.7 72.3 75.5 67
14 65.0 75.2 75.7 75
15 65.1 86.3 75.9 89
16 65.2 96.8 75.9 98
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fter about 10 layers, the change in utilization is relatively small
nd probably does not warrant using the additional layers.

. Summary and conclusions

In this paper, we compared the capacity predicted by both
wo- and three-dimensional computer models with theoretical
alues given by the Percolation Theory. For the two-dimensional
= 4 structure, the simulation results of pc = 0.59 matched per-
ectly with those theoretical percolation thresholds given by
tauffer and Aharony [7] and Scher and Zallen [8]. For the two-
imensional z = 8 structure, the theoretical percolation thresh-
lds could not be found for comparison but the simulation results
pproximately matched the experimental results as reported by
ode [1].

The simulation results of the three-dimensional models com-
are favorably with those theoretical values predicted by the
ercolation Theory. For the z = 6 structure, the utilization of

he three-dimensional simulation using 17 layers was 65.3%.
his value is slightly lower than that predicted from the the-
retical three-dimensional Percolation Theory, 68.8%. For the

= 10 structure, although we could not find the theoretical value,

he result given by our model using 17 layers was 75.9% and
atched the theoretical percolation threshold (i.e. 76 ± 0.02%)

or the Body Center Cubic (BCC) lattices where z = 8 [6].
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